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by Jennifer Barnes

by Brittany Cavallaro

"Seventeen-year-old Cassie, who
has a natural ability to read people,
joins an elite group of criminal
profilers at the FBI in order to help
solve cold cases"

R.I.P
R.I.P.. Eliz
Eliza
a Hart
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e the ffall
all

Rival teens Charlotte and Jamie,
descendants of Sherlock Holmes and
John Watson, investigate the mystery
of why they are being framed for
murder at their American boarding
school

by Alyssa B Sheinmel

by Emily Hainsworth

At Ventana Ranch School, Ellie is
hoping to cure her claustrophobia
and reconnect with her childhood
friend Eliza Hart, but Eliza soon starts
spreading rumors about Ellie that
cause everyone to suspect Ellie when
Eliza is found dead

This is our st
stor
oryy
by Ashley Elston

When a hunting accident claims a
boy's life, his best friends all come
under suspicion

Jack
Jackab
abyy

by William Ritter

Newly arrived in 1892 New England,
Abigail Rook becomes assistant to
R.F. Jackaby, an investigator of the
unexplained with the ability to see
supernatural beings, and she helps
him delve into a case of serial murder
which, Jackaby is convinced, is due
toa nonhuman creature

Struggling with guilt after surviving
an attack by an unknown assailant
who killed her beautiful and
popular best friend, Sonia
experiences torn feelings and
suspicions when she reluctantly
helps her friend's ex-boyfriend clear
his name.

The inheritanc
inheritance
e games
by Jennifer Barnes

When a Connecticut teenager
inherits vast wealth and an eccentric
estate from the richest man in Texas,
she must also live with his surviving
family and solve a series of puzzles to
discover how she earned her
inheritance

The dark
darkest
est c
corners
orners
by Kara Thomas

Consumed by questions about a fateful,
ghostly night that resulted in a cousin's
demise, a death-row conviction and her
move to a distant town, Tessa reunites
with childhood friend Callie to confront
the demons of their shared past and
uncover a haunting truth.
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